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Charles Scribner's Sons, 1993. Hardcover. Book Condition: New.
Dust Jacket Condition: Fine. Third Printing. This specific
hardback book is in new condition with a hard board cover
that has sharp edges and corners and has a tight binding. The
pages are clean, crisp, unmarked and uncreased. The dust
jacket is in fine condition with barely detectable wear if any. We
package all books in custom cardboard book boxes for
shipment and ship daily with tracking numbers.; "This is the
first in Crombie's series utilizing the characters who become
the recurring personages in the continuing series. Deborah
Crombie's first book A Share in Death in her series about
Scotland Yard detective Duncan Kincaid and his Sergeant
Gemma James shows great promise for the series. Duncan is
taking advantage of a vacation at a timeshare in Yorkshire
which his cousin has offered him. He looks forward to the week
away from his professional responsibilities. Unfortunately, it
soon becomes apparent that it will not be as relaxing as
planned when Duncan discovers a body in the jacuzzi. Duncan
realizes that he will have to participate in some capacity with
the investigation for it to be resolve successfully.It is a classic
plot for a...
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Good electronic book and valuable one. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature.
You may like how the author publish this pdf.
-- Lisette Schim m el-- Lisette Schim m el

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and
interesting literature. You will like just how the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .
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